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Key Selling Points
Speaks to the increased interest in both cooking and witchcraft and makes exploring these themes accessible and fun thanks to gift format
Designed with international audiences in mind with weight conversions supplied between imperial and metric, and festival dates given for
both northern and southern hemispheres
Recipes are simply explained and easy to follow with styled colour photography.

Description
Wiccan Cuisine is a recipe deck for all who want to capture the magic of cooking and baking. Presented in a beautiful box with an accompanying 
instructional booklet, there are 52 recipe cards for savoury meals and sweet treats inspired by the Wheel of the Year.
Perfect for aspiring kitchen and hearth witches, this deck makes it easy to add new magical meals to every menu. Using seasonal ingredients, 
there are recipes for both the mid-week supper and the festival feast with suggestions for how to celebrate the passing of the seasons with family 
and friends.
The accompanying booklet provides excellent tips and tricks, as well as practical information about weight conversions between imperial and 
metric measurements, and introduces the Wheel of the Year. Internationally minded, the dates of festivals and Sabbats are given for both 
northern and southern hemisphere witches so everyone can start making magic in the kitchen.

About the Author
Carla Torrents Murcia is a creative and kitchen witch based in Barcelona, Spain. She explores her love of cooking through her Instagram
@wiccancuisine. When she's not conjuring up a magical meal, she is a content creator and Art Director, working in both Spanish and English.
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